
RELIGIOUS VIEWS. 

not surprising that the two recesses should imply 
different mental QWerS and abits. However rare \ & 
the mathematic8 talent, in its highest excellence, 
may be, it is far more common, if we are to judge 
from the history of science, than the enius which 
divines the general laws of nature. We % me several 
good mathematicians in ever age ; we have few 

' great discoverers in the who e history of our spe- 
cies, 

f 
The distinction being thus clearly established be- 

tween original discovery and derivative speculation, 
between the ascent to principles and the descent from 
them, we have further to observe, that the habitual 
and exclusive prosecution of the latter process may 
sometimes exercise an unfavourable effect on the 
mind of the student, and may make him less fitted 
and ready to apprehend and accept truths different 
from those with which his reasonings are concerned. 
We conceive, for example, that a person labours 
under gross error, who believes the phenomena of 
the world to be altogether produced by mechanical 
causes, and who excludes from his view all reference 
to an intelligent First Cause and Governor. But we 
conceive that reasons may be shown which make it 
more probable that error of such a kind should find 
a lace in the mind of a person of deductive, than of 
in I uctive habits;-of a mere mathematician 'or lo- 
@an, than of one who studies the facts of the na- 
tural world and detects their laws. 

The person whose mind i s  employed in reducing 
to law and order .and intelligible cause the complex 
facts o f  the material world, is compelled to look be- 
yond the present state of his knowledge, and to turn 
his thoughts to the existence of principles higher than 
those which he yet assesses. He has seen occasi6ns I when facts that at rst seemed incoherent and ano- 
malous, were reduced to rule and connexion; and 
when limited rules were discoveredto be included in 
some-rule~ofsuperior generality. He knows that all 
fact? and appearances, all partial laws, however con-. . . 
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